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Abstract—The Sky Computing vision represents a unified
multi-cloud environment where applications can be deployed to
utilize resources from different cloud regions, resource config-
urations, and cloud providers. Serverless computing platforms
have recently emerged, offering automatic elastic scaling, high
performance, and reduced costs but often utilize proprietary
deployment tools and services locking users into platform-specific
services. This research aims to apply Sky Computing to serverless
computing platforms offered by major cloud providers such as
Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, Azure, and more. This
research will build a serverless sky architecture to enable the
aggregation of serverless resources to achieve service-level objec-
tives such as low hosting costs, high performance, fault tolerance,
high throughput, and low carbon footprint. The research will
focus on evaluating the performance implications of serverless
aggregation (Thrust-1), design and evaluation of Sky Computing
architectures and aggregation strategies (Thrust-2), and finally
autonomous resource aggregation for intelligent self-management
of applications deployed to the sky (Thrust-3).

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of cloud computing has allowed software engi-
neers and developers to create globally distributed applications
with essentially unlimited computational resources. Server-
less Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) computing platforms offer
a streamlined delivery model where cloud resources are auto-
matically managed and scaled to meet user demand, all while
ensured with high availability and fault tolerance. Although
these platforms simplify application deployment, there are still
many challenges and considerations that developers must make
to optimize their applications.

To fully utilize serverless FaaS platforms, developers are
incentivized to deploy their applications as many independent
microservices [1]. Multi-function deployments enable appli-
cations composed of many functions that can be elastically
scaled independently to meet user demand while more opti-
mally allocating cloud infrastructure. If certain functions are
used infrequently, their host infrastructure can be terminated
to not incur any hosting costs.

Alongside application composition, serverless computing
platforms introduce additional challenges related to vendor
lock-in and portability. Many platforms use unique, often
proprietary, tools for packaging and deploying applications to
the cloud. The lack of standardized deployment processes and
the use vendor specific services/libraries make an application
deployed to one cloud provider often only compatible with
another with extensive code or packaging changes. Along-
side that, cloud platforms usually function with a per-region
point of view, where cloud resources must be deployed to

a single region at a time, potentially resulting in limited
interoperability with resources in other regions. While FaaS
platforms automatically manage servers to be serverless, they
are not yet region-less. The lack of up-front hosting costs
and microservice design architecture make it beneficial for
developers to deploy functions to every region to reduce
latency for users worldwide.

To address these challenges and enable developers to create
multi-function, multi-cloud serverless applications easily, this
research will investigate and develop techniques to bring Sky
Computing to serverless computing platforms. Sky computing
involves creating a software compatibility layer that lies above
individual cloud providers [2]–[4]. This compatibility layer
can enable developers to create large application deployments
to many regions worldwide across multiple cloud providers.
By aggregating large quantities of deployments using a sky
layer, applications can be optimized in new ways that benefit
not only the cloud provider, but also the developer, users, and
the environment.

II. RELATED WORK

Sky Computing was first discussed in the early 2010s
as a means to avoid vendor lock-in on proprietary cloud
platforms [5], [6]. Cloud users called for standardization of
cloud platforms allowing greater portability and interoperabil-
ity between resources on different cloud platforms. Tools now
exist, such as Docker, Apache libCloud and jClouds, that aid
in improving software portability between cloud providers
[7], [8]. Although, modern serverless computing platforms
usually increase vendor lock-in compared to IaaS platforms
as functions use proprietary libraries and deployment tools,
reintroducing the need and demand to harness and innovate
Sky Computing as a potential solution.

In the last few years, Sky Computing has reemerged.
Software compatibility layers that lie above individual cloud
providers are being investigated to provide a unified architec-
ture for accessing resources on multiple cloud providers [3].
Yunhao Mao discussed creating SkyBridge, a data manage-
ment system allowing multi-cloud data storage [4]. Yang et
al. created SkyPilot, an intercloud Broker for large language
model training and machine learning workloads where work-
loads are dynamically moved across available cloud providers
to reduce cost and increase availability. Sky Computing com-
patibility layers can be applied to multiple cloud delivery
models [9]. A serverless FaaS Sky Computing platform can
enable developers to create large application deployments to



many regions worldwide across multiple cloud providers. By
aggregating large quantities of deployments using a sky-layer,
applications can be optimized in new ways that benefit not
only the cloud provider but also the developer, users, and the
environment.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This proposed research will investigate the aggregation of
serverless resources across multiple regions, cloud providers,
and deployment configurations to enable Sky Computing con-
cepts for serverless computing platforms. The research will
be broken into three thrusts: (Thrust-1) initial FaaS resource
aggregation evaluation, (Thrust-2) sky-layer development and
trade-off analysis, and finally, (Thrust-3) autonomous applica-
tion aggregation to enable dynamic application composition,
deployment, and management to meet a variety of service-level
objectives.

A. Thrust-1: FaaS Resource Aggregation Evaluation
While cloud providers encourage users to decouple their

applications into many individual function deployments to
achieve optimal elastic scaling, creating large deployments
of different configurations can have additional benefits to
the user. For example, to offer high availability and low
latency for users across the world, developers can deploy
their applications to as many regions as possible. Alternatively,
multi-region resource aggregation can be used to optimize an
application’s energy footprint [10], [11], improve fault toler-
ance, and enable elastic scaling beyond a single region or user
account. Each cloud provider offers serverless platforms with
varying pricing models and underlying infrastructure. Without
extensive testing, developers are left to make ad hoc decisions
and may select a platform without knowing if another cloud
provider can enable a better price-to-performance outcome
[12]–[14].

Developers are responsible for individually deploying each
serverless resource in their application. If a developer wanted
to take full advantage of an aggregate combination of server-
less computing platforms, they would likely need to deploy
each serverless resource with dozens, if not hundreds, of
configurations to achieve all of the benefits. The primary
research question of this thrust is:

(RQ-1): How can serverless resource aggregation optimize
for performance objectives such as runtime, latency, through-
put, carbon intensity, and cost while ensuring portability and
observability?

B. Thrust-2: Sky-layer Development and Trade-off Analysis
After evaluating the potential for serverless resource aggre-

gation, the next direction of our research is to develop sky-
layer architecture to increase the scale of our analysis to multi-
cloud configurations and learn more about design trade-offs
and challenges for aggregating serverless platforms.

Our new sky-layer must aim to provide a platform-neutral
architecture that supports the entire serverless application man-
agement life-cycle from deployment, application composition,

and request routing. The sky-layer would enable users to
develop applications and deploy them to different cloud plat-
forms seamlessly; the sky-layer would package the application
and communicate with cloud providers through each platform-
specific API. Since the sky-layer is essentially abstracting
away the cloud provider, careful consideration must be made
for each cloud provider’s unique feature set. A platform-
neutral format must be maintained while providing access to
all of a platform’s available features. Varying features and
potential platform incompatibility would create a granularity
where some applications could be aggregated with resources
among various configurations (enabled course-grained aggre-
gation). In contrast, others would be more fine-grained and
only aggregate with resources in the same region or cloud
provider. The trade-off between fine-grained aggregation and
course grained could lead to performance or cost variability.

The sky-layer would enable the aggregation of serverless
resources across multiple configurations and cloud providers
and offer a streamlined approach to application manage-
ment. Using the sky-layer this research will evaluate different
resource aggregation strategies, such as multi-configuration
aggregation, multi-region, and multi-cloud aggregation, and
assess trade-offs in performance, latency, costs, scalability, and
fault tolerance with varying granularity of resource aggrega-
tion. Thrust-2 will investigate the following research questions:

(RQ-2): How can platform-neutral abstractions be innovated
to improve compatibility between platforms while providing
feature parity on serverless cloud platforms?

(RQ-3): What are the trade-offs of different resource ag-
gregation and deployment strategies (e.g. multi-region, multi-
cloud, multi-configuration deployment) utilized in the sky-
layer?

C. Thrust-3: Autonomous Application Aggregation
The third thrust of this research will utilize the newly

created sky-layer to autonomously compose and aggregate
serverless resources to meet the goals evaluated in Thrust-1.
Our previous publications used machine learning techniques
such as linear regression, multiple regression, and random
forest to predict the performance of one serverless config-
uration based on another [12]. We also developed the CPU
Time Accounting Memory Selection model to predict optimal
memory configurations for serverless functions with minimal
profiling data [15].

Thrust-3 will apply lessons from prior work with the sky-
layer created in Thrust-2 to create an autonomous sky com-
puting application composition system. This will enable appli-
cations to be developed in the sky-layer and then intelligently
deployed across multiple cloud providers to meet service level
objectives such as low latency, low cost, low carbon footprint,
and more. The sky-layer will leverage aggregations of server-
less resources and intelligently self-manage applications to fit
user demand and abstract additional configuration details of
existing FaaS platforms to deliver a serverless Sky Computing
platform. For example, the sky-layer will be able to relocate
functions to different regions or cloud providers based on user



demand or the carbon intensity of a region. If an application
receives requests requiring more hardware resources than what
is available in an aggregation, the sky-layer can create new
serverless resources to meet the demand or offer a more
desirable price-to-performance ratio. Thrust-3 will focus on
evaluating the research question:

(RQ-4): How can serverless aggregation strategies be dy-
namically learned and applied for specified goals (reduced
cost, reduced latency, reduced carbon footprint) for different
aggregations of serverless resources (e.g., multi-region, multi-
cloud, multi-configuration)?

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTIONS

To begin the research, develop a proof of concept, and
acquire preliminary results, we made large application deploy-
ments to many regions with gradually increasing complexity.
We deployed 12 different serverless functions to 19 regions on
AWS Lambda for our initial tests. We then executed experi-
ments over six months to observe the performance variability
of these regions in terms of function runtime and network
latency. Using an intelligent proxy function to route requests,
we observed the potential for latency and carbon intensity
improvements by aggregating serverless resources. Thrust-
1 will continue to grow the complexity of this experiment
to expand and evaluate multi-configuration and multi-cloud
function deployments. The Function-as-a-Service Experiment
Toolkit (FaaSET) has the functionality to make FaaS platform
neutral functions with improved portability and compatibility
with multiple cloud providers [16], which can be used for
serverless platform evaluation before developing the sky-layer
in Thrust-2. This research will continue long-term multi-
month experiments where data is collected for performance
variability of multiple cloud providers and varying deployment
configurations (RQ-1).

Thrust-1 and RQ-1 validate the applicability of Sky Com-
puting on serverless platforms before moving to Thrust-2.
Thrust-2 will begin developing the sky-layer and shift focus
from performance analysis in Thrust-1 to architectural design
and trade-off analysis in Thrust-2. RQ-2 focuses on the design
of the sky-layer architecture. As a proof of concept, we created
a serverless proxy function to route requests between multiple
regions and optimize for carbon intensity as shown in Figure
1.
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Fig. 1. Carbon intensity reduction using serverless aggregation and a smart
proxy to distribute requests between two regions in North America.

The sky-layer will consist of many components, such
as application packaging, deployment, resource management,
routing/scheduling, resource monitoring, and more. The intel-
ligent proxy is a proof of concept for the routing/scheduling
component of the sky-layer. Thrust-2 will evaluate multi-
ple implementations of each component to evaluate design
and performance trade-offs (RQ-2). After the sky-layer is
implemented, it will be utilized to build and aggregate a
wide variety of serverless resources with varying degrees of
granularity to investigate trade-offs and performance implica-
tions of aggregation itself (RQ-3). Experiments will evaluate
different aggregations; for example, an aggregation composed
of one set of cloud providers may offer differing latency
compared to another cloud provider based on the number
of regions and locations for users distributed throughout the
world. Different cloud providers offer varying sets of back-end
infrastructure and include slightly different pricing models,
so the cost-to-performance ratio of a workload may vary by
the cloud provider. For workloads that require extremely high
throughput, aggregating resources across cloud providers can
increase the amount of accessible hardware, improving the
performance of the workload.

Thrust-3 will expand on the sky-layer and focus on enabling
intelligent self-management of serverless aggregations. The
focus will be to develop models and heuristics for autonomous
resource management and aggregation from the profiling ex-
periments in Thrust-1 and the trade-off analysis in Thrust-2.
Our previous publications focused on performance modeling
and autonomous function configuration [15], [17]. Thrust-
3 will apply the previous models and train new ones to
autonomously configure and update serverless aggregations to
meet new or changing service-level objectives. At the sky-
layer, applications could be assigned different SLOs, such
as minimal latency, and automatically deploy to regions that
are located nearby the users of the application. Data from
the experiments in Thrust-2 can be used to train models and
evaluate their effectiveness at meeting set SLOs.

A. Preliminary Results

• In our initial evaluation of FaaS resource aggregation, we
evaluated the performance and latency of every region on
AWS Lambda for six months. We found that latency had
a coefficient of variation between 2-29% during the day,
varying on average +/-10 ms. Function runtime varied
much less, with 3 to 6% CV across various workloads
(RQ-1).

• In our initial multi-region aggregation experiment, we
compared workloads deployed in a single region to a
multi-region aggregation utilizing 19 regions. We were
able to reduce latency by, on average, 65% while reducing
the carbon intensity by up to 99.8% compared to an
application deployed to a single region.

• We have developed initial tools that can be built upon to
create the sky-layer of a serverless resource aggregation
system. Components include the Serverless Application



Analytics Framework (SAAF) and the Function-as-a-
Service Experiment Toolkit (FaaSET) (RQ-2 and RQ-3).

• We developed the CPU Time Accounting Memory Se-
lection (CPU-TAMS) model. Using a single profiling
run, CPU-TAMS was shown to predict function mem-
ory configurations offering the best price-to-performance
ratio with only 5% cost and 8% runtime error on AWS
Lambda. CPU-TAMS required significantly less profiling
data, resulting in a 3.8 to 15x lower cost to apply
compared to exhaustive search techniques (RQ-4).

• By deploying a function with multiple different memory
configurations (multi-configuration aggregation), we were
able to leverage the CPU-TAMS model [15] to reduce
function hosting costs by 58% (RQ-4).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Sky Computing concepts applied to serverless computing
platforms have the potential to create a serverless multi-cloud
computation ecosystem. By aggregating serverless resources
across multiple cloud regions, resource configurations, and
cloud providers, applications can be optimized for high per-
formance, low latency, high throughput, and low cost while
reducing the total energy footprint.

The proposed research will be organized into three re-
search thrusts. Thrust-1 evaluates the benefits of aggregating
serverless resources to meet various service-level objectives
using long-term experiments over multiple months to observe
performance variability (RQ-1). Thrust-2 begins the devel-
opment of the Sky-layer and the components to facilitate
streamlined serverless resource aggregation. This research
will evaluate multiple architecture implementations (RQ-2)
and investigate different levels of abstraction for platform-
neutral serverless applications (RQ-3). After the sky-layer
has been implemented, Thrust-3 expands upon it to achieve
intelligent self-management of serverless aggregations. Thrust-
3 will develop and train models to autonomously create and
reconfigure aggregations to account for changing SLOs (RQ-
4).

The preliminary experiments and previous research show
the potential benefits of serverless aggregation, including
reduced latency, improved performance, reduced costs, and
significantly reduced carbon footprint [18].
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